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Abstract. The “Pedia Effect” is a proven algorithm that automatically 
maximizes the credibility of all information, including advertising and 
marketing. Maximizing credibility1 multiplies marketing “voice and tone,” 
amplifies all (past, present, and future) marketing exposures while unlocking 
increased returns from past exposures and creating a consumer “point-of-
need” (PON2) marketing platform more powerful than any “point-of-
interruption” (POI3) ad platform. Credibility is the most valuable asset. 

Marketers employ the “Pedia Effect” by simply constructing company 
“encyclopedias” that contain the truthful4 information consumers want 
about the company, its products, and services, provided by a “perceived 
independent third-party, higher authority” encyclopedia brand that 
consumers believe and remember. And everyone knows what it is. 

Marketers create individual company “encyclopedias” based on simple 
standards and rules that are “enforced” by engaged consumers.5 The 
“encyclopedias” are truthful, transparent6 and include democratized 
control by consumers and marketers together to ensure benefits remain 
consumer and marketer aligned. Think, “mini-commercial Wikipedias.” 

 

1. Introduction – the Problem 
For 20+ years marketers ignored the fact that “(M)arketing/advertising” (like all 
information), isn’t only about “(e)xposures.” It’s the product of 2 variables – 
“(e)xposures” (what you see/hear/experience), and “(C)redibility” (what you 
believe of what you see/hear/experience), as demonstrated in the equation: M=eC .  
And of the two variables, “(C)redibility” is by fa, the most important. 
 
Online marketing has been primarily “exposures-by-the-ton, surveillance-based 
tracking” (SBT7). The main results? The creation of the richest mega-monopolies 
in history and the fraud-fueled8 ad-tech supply chains that dominate online ads. 
 
SBT was the 21st century’s “new and improved” version of traditional interruption 
advertising. This time with big tech, big data, and behavioral targeting algorithms9 
promising “big effectiveness.” The methodology of SBT generated such heated 
debates over privacy,10 data security,11 consumer rights,12 and the unintended 
consequences13 of so much data and power in so few unaccountable hands that it 
has drawn the ire of consumers, experts, scholars, and governments worldwide.14 
 
In pursuit of ever greater profits, the mega-monopolies exploited their positions, 
marketers, consumers, and society-at-large, with little regard for transparency, 
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responsibility,15 or cooperation,16 and siphoned off both consumers’ and marketers’ 
power and influence. And now, with the viral expansion of “AI-driven personal 
assistants” (AI-PAs17) that choose for consumers, marketers face an existential 
threat of being cut out of the choosing and buying process18 altogether. 
 
Even while providing the benefits of convenient, apparently “free” services (search, 
social, and selling), the SBT model extracted significant indirect “costs” from 
consumers,19 marketers, and society including: 

 
Invasive Surveillance20 
Reduced Personal Privacy 
Exploitation w/o Permission 
Destructive/Extractive/Fraudulent Ad Tech Supply Chains 21 
Exploitive Opaque Mega-Monopolies 
Value of Personal Data Goes to Third Parties 
Increasing Supply-Side Manipulation 
Increasing Information Asymmetry22 
Narrowing Choices w/Algorithmic “Echo Chambers” 23 
Increased Cyber Insecurity (data breaches, hacking, ID theft, etc.24) 
Disastrous Unintended Consequences 25 
Pending/Increasing Worldwide Regulation 
 

Reviewing the indirect costs it’s clear that SBT is not the “bargain” it claimed to 
be26 and the disruptive expansion of AI doesn’t offer marketers any respite either, since 
marketers cannot afford a “seat at the AI table” and will once again be subject to the mega-
monopolies that can afford to deploy AI in their own self-interests – further increasing the 
distance between marketers and consumers. Maximizing credibility by establishing a 
permanent direct connection to consumers is marketers’ only sustainable solution. 
 
2. The Foundation - The 4 Basic Laws of Information 

 There are two ways we use information 
o Knowledge, and  
o Decision making 

 

 There are two ways we obtain information 
o Information we seek at our “point of need” (PON), and  
o Information that seeks us at our “point of interruption” (POI) 

 

 There are two main components that compose information 
o Exposures - what we see/hear/experience, and  
o Credibility - what we believe of what we see/hear/experience 

 

 Information we seek @ our PON is more credible than information 
that seeks us @ our POI27 
 

These laws govern all information systems including marketing and advertising – 
defining how we use, obtain, perceive, and value information. The 3rd law is the 
basis for The Marketing Equation and the existential importance of “credibility.” 
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3. The Marketing Equation 

Like all information, (M)arketing is the product of 2 main variables – “(e)xposures” (what we 
see/hear/experience) and “(C)redibility” (what we believe of what we see/hear/experience) 

 

M = eC 
To increase overall “(M)arketing” results you increase “(e)xposures” or “(C)redibility.” 

 
Over just the last 20 years, the “(e)xposures” variable totals millions or billions of 
mostly interruption-based exposures for large companies. So, any new “(e)xposures” 
added to the existing “pile” of millions or billions are, by definition, incremental and 
can produce only minimal increase in overall “(M)arketing results.” However, any 
increase in “(C)redibility” is multiplied by those same existing millions or billions of 
“(e)xposures” producing a greater increase in overall “(M)arketing” results. Which 
makes all marketing - past, present, and future, work better. 
 

The equation demonstrates the critical importance of “(C)redibility”28 
to increase a company’s overall “(M)arketing results.” 

 
In 20+ years, marketers spread trillions of dollars of interruption-based ads across 
the Internet.29 Increasing the “(C)redibility” of all those past “(e)xposures” (as well 
as present and future exposures) increases overall “(M)arketing results.” This 
makes everything a marketer has done – work better. The math is undeniable. 
Increasing “(C)redibility” has the greatest effect on “(M)arketing results.” 
 

For example: If a marketer simply doubles the total amount of marketing 
information available to consumers online with the additional marketing 
information made available from a “perceived independent third-party, higher 
authority” - the “(C)redibility” of the combined marketer’s information will be 
MORE than double, because the “perceived independent third-party 
(C)redibility” of the additional information is greater than the “first-party 
(C)redibility” of the original information, so when added together, is more than 
double the original information. A significant result by simply doubling the 
amount of marketing information available to consumers by using a “perceived 
independent third-party.” Increasing the “(C)redibility” variable has by far the 
greatest impact on overall “(M)arketing results.” 
 
(e) = 500,000,000 (C) = 2 M = 500,000,000 (2) = 1,000,000,000 
     Increase (e) by 5,000,000 – 
(e) = 505,000,000 (C) = 2 M = 505,000,000 (2) = 1,010,000,000 
     Increase (C) by 0.5 – 
(e) = 500,000,000 (C) = 2.5 M = 500,000,000 (2.5) = 1,250,000,000 

 
Increasing “(C)redibility” is the only way to unlock increased returns from all past 
“(e)xposures” and make everything a company has already done work better.  
 
And the only way to automatically increase “(C)redibility” beyond the traditional, time-
consuming “be a good citizen-isms” is to use a “credibility optimization algorithm.” 
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4. The “Pedia Credibility Algorithm” (PCA) 

THVI + PON + AAM + ITPHA  
 

Truthful High-Value Information delivered at the consumer’s Point of Need 

Across All Markets by an Independent Third-Party Higher Authority 
(Maximum Credibility + Consumer Aligned + Convenience) 

 
 

Truthful High-Value Information 
Truthful information consumers use to make their buying decisions including 

specifications, reviews, comparisons, ratings, etc. 
 

Point Of Need 
The point when consumers are intentionally seeking such information. 

 

Across All Markets 
The convenience of providing truthful high-value information on the products and 

services consumers want to buy in one location. 
  
 

Independent Third-Party Higher Authority/ 
Brand/Perception 

 
5. The “Pedia Effect” - The ITPHA Brand/Perception 
The “Pedia Effect,” described by this author in a patent application filed in 
December 2000,30 is based on the term “encyclopedia,” the most widely known and 
proven brand to organically generate the highest “independent third-party, higher 
authority” (ITPHA) credibility in consumers’ minds. How? 
 
The “Pedia Effect” is the result of multiple cognitive heuristics/biases31 all working 
together – the “representativeness heuristic,” the “availability heuristic,” the 
“framing bias,” and the “confirmation bias.” The first “if it looks like a duck, walks 
like a duck, quacks like a duck, etc.,” the second “I’ve seen a lot of ducks,” the 
third, “It says it’s a duck,” and finally “I knew it was a duck all along.” Just swap 
“Pedia” for “ducks.” A single bias is strong – four working together are irresistible. 
 
The perception is so powerful that even when told the information is not credible 
by Wikipedia and all schools, consumers still seek the information in droves.32 
Wikipedia has proven beyond any doubt that the “Pedia Effect” can be massively 
popular and authoritative without advertising and despite being constructed by “a 
bunch of nobodies”33 (volunteers) for academic, non-profit purposes.  
 
This same “Pedia Effect” also enables a “bunch of somebodies”(marketers) to build 
“commercial Wikipedias” to provide consumers with “everything they want to know 
about everything they want to buy” in convenient “company-Pedias.” The model is 
the ultimate in simplicity - “truthful evergreen content + Pedia brand.”  
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6. The “Pedia Effect” - Fulfillment Case Examples 
1995 – Autopedia - The Automotive Encyclopedia,34 was the first free online 
encyclopedia and winner of Yahoo Internet Life’s 1998 4-star (highest) award for 
automotive lemon laws. The other top five 4-star winners were “Consumer 
Reports,” “Edmund’s Automotive Buyer’s Guides,” Microsoft’s “Car Point,” and 
“Car and Driver Magazine.” Autopedia was included in more than 100 books, 
including college textbooks, consumer guides, the Judge Advocate General’s Corps 
and finally, inclusion in Transformer comic books. All of Autopedia, including the 
graphics, programming, editorial content, the research on lemon laws throughout 
the USA – was created by 1 person, part-time, late at night in his living room. 
 
1999 – Investopedia35 was created by 2 college students at the University of 
Alberta, in Edmonton, Canada, who wanted to “explain the complex world of 
finance in everyday language.” Investopedia was sold to Forbes in 2007 for an 
undisclosed sum. Forbes sold it in 2010 to ValueClick for $42 million, and in 2013 
ValueClick sold it (with other properties) to IAC for $80 million. 
 
2001 – Wikipedia - The Free Encyclopedia, is known throughout the world and is 
the 6-7th largest site on the Internet with billions (9.2B) of monthly visits, millions 
of articles, including tens of millions of pages in just the English version.36 
Wikipedia is non-profit, uses thousands of volunteer editors, does no advertising, 
is not considered a credible source by schools and universities and itself specifically 
states on its pages that, “Wikipedia is not a reliable source.” Imagine any website, 
much less an “encyclopedia” website, where schools and colleges tell students that 
the content is not considered credible and the website itself is stating the same thing. 
And still the people keep coming in the billions. Why? 
 
In all “Pedia Effect” use cases the model is exactly the same – a “pedia brand 
(expectation) + evergreen content (fulfillment) + ads” (for profits) or “+ donations” 
(for non-profits). And since 2001 there have been many “Pedias” utilizing the same 
model and in every case the “Pedia Effect” generates powerful ITPHA brand 
heuristics that consumers perceive as authentic, credible, and trustworthy, 
regardless of whether the content (fulfillment) is created by - one person, two 
college students, or thousands of volunteer contributors, and regardless of what the 
creators or anyone else has to say about the credibility or reliability of the content. 
People overwhelmingly believe what’s in a “pedia.” 
 
The “Pedia Effect’s” combination of behavioral cognitive biases and heuristics is 
the only logical explanation for the durable credibility, authenticity, and trust that 
people perceive of the content in every “pedia” despite any and all warnings 
 
The value of such perceptions in an academic non-profit is obviously immense 
(Wikipedia), but the value of these perceptions applied in a commercial for-profit 
enterprise is beyond measure - adding credibility to all past, present, and future 
marketing efforts, increasing returns from all past marketing – and creating a 
powerful “point-of-need” marketing platform that consumers directly and 
intentionally seek – a “commercial Wikipedia.”  
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7. Pedia ITPHA Brand Heuristics37 + The Power of Truth 
Starting with the PCA and amplifying it with simple “standards and rules” to 
maximize truth and create an “increasing returns”38 model that any marketer can 
deploy on their own website by simply assembling a truthful company 
“encycloPedia.” Marketers assemble information about the company into an 
“encycloPedia” that consumers perceive to be an “independent third-party, higher 
authority” they believe and remember. The identical information that would appear 
under “about us” or “history” is perceived as more credible, simply because it 
appears with a “pedia” brand’s associated cognitive heuristics and biases.39 
 
8. The PediaNetwork® + ITPHA Brand Heuristics + Truth 
Truthful High-Value Information “encyclopedias” about companies, services and 
products is also aggregated into a “network of encyclopedias” by a true Independent 
Third-Party “standards-setting organization” (SSO) – PediaNetwork®.  
 
The aggregation of company encyclopedias into a network platform utilizing 
proprietary trademarks and domains, generates “network effects”40 more powerful 
than individual marketer “pedias,” maximizing organic credibility, and creating the 
first self-defining and self-organizing PON consumer information platform more 
powerful than any POI ad-based platform. Think, “commercial Wikipedia.” 
 
Whether it’s word of mouth from a friend, an expert review, or information from a 
credible source - there is no marketing information more powerful than Truthful 
High-Value Information delivered at the consumer’s PON by an Independent 
Third-Party Higher Authority consumers believe and remember. 
 
The PCA creates the most truthful marketing platform, the PediaNetwork® - where 
marketers provide truthful information (enforced by consumers) and consumers 
intentionally seek that truthful information at their PON, from a true independent 
third-party higher authority consumers believe and remember across all markets. 

 
9. Independent Third-Party (ITP) and Real Truth 
Fundamental increasing returns models are rare and given the power and scale of 
such a model in marketing, it is in marketers’ existential self-interest to tell the truth 
and engage consumers to ensure that they create and control the most powerful 
consumer PON marketing platform(s) – by creating truthful comprehensive 
encyclopedias about their companies. 
 
10. Dual-Purpose Consumer Enforcement-Engagement 
Using consumer enforcement of truth/rules is credible, powerful, and adaptive – 
serving the dual purposes of enforcement credibility and engagement: 

 A4 (Anyone, Anywhere, at Anytime can object to Anything) then, 
 SMP (marketers must then Substantiate, Modify, or Pull) the information 
 Consumer enforcement creates powerful participation for consumers and 

an optimum engagement strategy for marketers by identifying genuinely 
engaged consumers (who object) 
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11. Giving Consumers What They Want - Truthful Information 
“The most truthful marketing” - Consumers want exactly the truthful information 
they want, exactly when they want it from an independent third-party they believe 
and remember, across all markets. Consumer enforcement optimizes the 
perception, particularly in the coming era of AI, where real truth is the “grail.” 
 
It is impossible to achieve such fulfillment with any POI ad strategy, no matter how 
well targeted or manipulated. It is only possible by creating an information resource 
that consumers intentionally seek at their PON. The Pedia platform provides 
truthful marketing information that consumers intentionally seek at their PON.  
 
12. Giving Marketers What They Want - Control 

 Simple rules 
 Zero fraud 
 Full transparency 
 Information consumers seek and do not block 
 ITPHA “effect” – the more independent – the more credibility 
 Consumer-based enforcement = optimal consumer engagement 
 Proven organic credibility perception and taxonomy 
 No brand risk - complete control of messaging at all times 
 Democratized consumer and marketer control of the network platform 

ensures continued marketer and free-market benefits and influence 
 Marketers get back control ceded to the mega-monopolies 
 Marketers gain a powerful defense against AI-driven processes such as 

personal assistants that choose for consumers now and into the future 
 Marketers are prepared for any future online advertising environment 
 Marketers remain forever relevant by telling the truth 

 
After 20+ years of SBT and ceding customer influence to the mega-monopolies 
they supported, marketers can recover their influence and effectively defend against 
all future “network effects”41 driven media platforms, including AI. 
 
The PCA makes everything marketers have ever done (including SBT and all other 
POI-based ads) work better. 

 
13. Conclusion 
The final evolution of marketing is a simple, proven, credibility maximization 
algorithm that automatically increases marketers’ credibility and multiplies 
marketer “voice and tone” by creating the most powerful PON marketing platform 
that makes everything a marketer has ever done, work better. The PCA enables 
marketers to create the most powerful “commercial Wikipedia.” 
 
The PCA maximizes the ROI of trillions of dollars of past ad exposures already 
paid for by marketers, unlocking increased returns from those exposures, as well as 
maximizing the ROI of present and future exposures. Without maximum 
credibility, maximum ROI is impossible. 
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The PCA is a simple bargain between consumers and marketers where consumers 
intentionally engage with marketers’ information as long as marketers provide 
truthful information to consumers, giving both sides what they want and creating 
the most powerful PON marketing platform on the Internet controlled by consumers 
and marketers together. A powerful “commercial Wikipedia.” 
 
The Pedia Platforms are powerful because marketing is primary at the consumer’s 
PON, while on other platforms marketing is secondary at the consumer’s POI. 
There is no “bait and switch” to ads – truthful marketing is what consumers are 
seeking and what they get. Marketing is the message and the media. 
 
Democratized control of the PediaNetwork® platform by marketers and consumers 
ensures that both stakeholders will always have a powerful platform from which to 
defend themselves and free markets from the monopolistic “winner take all” effects 
of any future “network effects” platforms or AI-driven strategies. 
 
A consumer PON marketing platform that enhances all past, present, and future 
marketing and protects the interests of consumers, marketers, and society is indeed, 
“the final evolution of marketing.” Anything less is going “backwards.” 
 

14. Fulfillment 
An “algorithm”42 is just a fancy way of saying “formula” or “recipe” that’s 
deterministic in nature, meaning if you follow the recipe, you get the results. If you 
follow the recipe for brownies, you can’t get potato salad. This white paper is the 
“recipe”, and the marketers are the “cooks.” 
 
All fulfillment is by the marketers – and it’s only 2 steps. Create comprehensive 
truthful company encycloPedias and engage with consumers’ enforcement of SSO 
rules. Like a “franchise” marketers bear the sole responsibility for fulfillment. 
Marketers control their own destinies in their own self-interest. 
 
“Pedia” provides the Credibility Algorithm, the brand, the standards, and simple 
rules upfront. There is no “execution” or “management,” as the “encyclopedias” 
operate on simple rules with consumers as the arbiters of the “truth in marketing.” 
 
AI/ML and “lightweight” blockchain processes will be developed to automate the 
mundane and repetitive tasks to provide security and transparency. 
 
Marketers have always dreamed of creating marketing that consumers intentionally 
seek and engage, just before a transaction. The PCA delivers that dream. 
 
Marketers have never been offered a proven, simple solution of this magnitude that 
can completely change the balance of power, based on their actions alone. All 
parties are on notice. Marketers can finally end up with the power by simply acting 
in their own best interest. (See www.marketingpedia.com for detailed information.) 
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